Systems biology of symmetry breaking during neuronal polarity formation.
Polarization, in which a single axon and multiple dendrites are formed, is crucial for neuronal functions, and symmetry breaking is the initial step of this process. Accumulating studies have revealed a number of molecules that act asymmetrically in neurons, and thereby regulate neuronal polarity. Thus, one of the major goals of current research is to understand how asymmetric signals are generated during the symmetry-breaking step. Current models of neuronal symmetry breaking generally involve "local activation" for induction of axon outgrowth and "global inhibition" to suppress formation of multiple axons and can be categorized into "one-takes-all" and "activator-inhibitor" models. Both types of model incorporate a positive feedback loop to execute local activation, but differ in the manner of global inhibition. Quantitative experimentation combined with computational modeling is a powerful strategy in systems biology, and analyses in this direction have begun to yield a more profound understanding of how neurons break their symmetry during polarity formation.